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Gore scrambles; Bush readies for office
Assm I Nil

PRI SS

Al Gore raced between TV interviews
Wednesday asking, ’Will we count all the
votes or not?" while his lawyers urgently
soug
*
a high court ruling with the answer
he
d. Both Democrat Gore and GOP
rival orge W. Bush pressed forward with
separate blueprints for building a presidency.
"On Jan. 20, a President Bush will be
ready to take the reins of the government,"

Caret
speech
covers
many
issues
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0000
awarding
said top adviser Andy Card
his boss a title that Gore still hopes will be
his.

Bracing the public for more legal wrangling, the vice president said he was prepared to fight until "the middle of December" and suggested the dispute could drag
past the Dec. 12 deadline for appointing.
state electors to six days later when the
Electoral College meets.
With the stakes so high, the Republicandomiriated Florida Legislature inched closer to securing Bush a backup plan: House
Speaker Tom Feeney said Wednesday he is
convinced lawmakers need to go into spe-

cial session as early as next week to name
its own slate of presidential electors. And
Senate President John McKay agreed that
was a "reasonable conclusion."
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, the candidate’s
brother, said he would sign the necessary
legislation "if it was the appropriate thing
to do."
Still, with the recount case headed to
the highest court in the land, Jeb Bush
said, "The United States Supreme Court
trumps the Legislature." Gore himself told

CNN that Florida voters would not stand
for "the expression of their will taken away
by politicians."
Gore is trying to overturn official results
of the decisive Florida election before the
public’s patience runs out on the 22-day
ordeal. "I certainly believe that I did" win
the White House, Gore told NBC.
Needing a quick court victory, Gore
authorized his divided legal team to ask
See PRESIDENT. Page 3

Ijust wanna bang on my drums all day...

By Kellie Chittenden
DAILY STAFF WRIIFR

ei 701141111Vive a lot of good newit and a
- - t hfbWielirtr," San Jose State Uni- fry President Robert Caret told a
group of about 30 students and faculty members from the College of
Applied Science and Arts at the
"town meeting" Wednesday.
Topping the list of good news,
Caret said this year’s budget is about
$2 million above last year’s.
. Caret quickly followed thi,
announcement with the bad news
"The challenges are that wt
always, as with many other universi
ties, have more
things
to
spend
the
money on than
we could ever
find the money
to pay our bills
with," Caret
said.
The central
theme of the
Caret
solutions
Caret proposed in his 30-minute speech was
finding ways to attract students and
faculty members to the university
to encourage a steady, manageable
grov.
Jorate that would produce
mo
ding for everything from
. and classrooms to student
sal
services.
Caret attributed a decrease in
enrollment this year to the booming
job-market surrounding SJSU.
"Many of our students are spending more time working because
there’s a good chunk of money out
there, and fewer of them are coming
to school," Caret said.
Caret estimated enrollment is
down by the equivalent of 100 fulltime students from last year.
’That’s actually good news," Caret
said. "Because if we grow too quickly,
we might not be able to handle it
very well, as has been our case in a
lot of departments."
SJSU offers majors in 60 areas,
Caret said, adding that roughly 70
percent of students are majoring in
14 of those programs.
Taking organization management
and teacher education out of the mix
leaves 60 percent of students majoring in 12 programs, all associated to
technology in some way, Caret said.
"One of my goals is to make sure
when a student gets into a major,
that they can finish that major in a
timely fashion," Caret said.
To realize this goal, Caret said
SJSU will begin a year-round "trimester" system with the addition of
a summer semester starting in 2001.
To further alleviate the overcrowding in technology-based
majors, Caret encouraged professors
teaching in smaller programs to
"market" themselves and actively
recruit students into their programs.
The student-to-teacher ratio in
See CARET, Page 8
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After Dave Brun() and classmate Kevin Michel (not pictured) completed the
final group project for their Creating a Meaningful Life class. Bruno, Erik Harrison and Mike Giudici. clockwise from front right. continued practicing in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium on Wednesday. Bruno said that although the clas.:

period was over, his band, Zero Hour, had the hall reserved until noon and
decided to keep playing. The punk music drew friends and a few interested
people into the auditorium.

Second provost candidate talks reform
By Beau Dowling
0%111 SINFF WRIIIR

General education reform and
freshman seminar programs were
some of the topics discussed at
Wednesday’s open forum in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union.
The open forum was the second
of three meetings called to help

decide who will fill the open provost position deals with faculty
provoseand vice president of aca- issues, the curriculum and funddemic affairs positions at San ing decisions.
"It’s connected with graduate
Jose State University.
Marshall Goodman, the dean of and undergraduate students,"
the College of Letters and Science Goodman said. "Are we graduatat the University of Wisconsin in ing them and are they getting
Milwaukee, spoke to a crowd of jobs? Then, they report that info
about 50 people and answered to the dean in terms of whether
they are achieving the various
questions from faculty members.
According to Goodman, the goals that the campus may have

Aerobicthon tries to develop
a pulse with SJSU students
Ily I lelciia D. Hong
SIAI4 \k,RI1114

Heart rates will race Friday at the ninth
annual Aerobicthon hosted by the human
performance department at San Jose State
University.
PREVIEW
"The whole idea (of the Aerobicthon)
came about to help students develop
health and fitness awareness," said Carol
Sullivan, a lecturer in the human performance department and founder of the event.
Sullivan said that the event promotes
physical activity, health awareness and

stress relief
"We niake sure it s close.to finals time,"
Sullivan said. "It’s a good way to break
away from studying and have some fun."
Slated for the first Friday of every
December, this year’s Aerobicthon includes
eight aerobic instructors performing various styles of aerobics, such as cardio funk,
kickboxing and jazzercise.
The guest instructors of the day include
SJSU lecturers and fitness trainers from
the local area. The roster includes franchise-owner Jerome Flowers, alumna Vicky
Herana, alumni brother and sister duo,
Jerry Thurman and Julie Bradley, and aerobics competitor Debra Yates.
See

AEROBICTHON, Page 3

set out in a strategic plan."
When asked about student apathy and involvement in campus
activities, Goodman said commuter campuses always have that
problem.
"At UWM, which is also an
urban campus and a commuter
campus, it’s very difficult for students because they’re constantly
commuting in," Goodman said.

"What we’ve tried to do is build in
a freshman seminar program,
where from day one they are
paired with a professor in a class
with no more than 15."
Goodman said that from day
one, a professor mentors each student through the entire process
and serves as a trusted adviser

see PROVOST, Page $

Course gives chance to expand
boundaries of classroom life
It
I),

I

rika (’oron

’NI MOH SIMI’ WRI If R

A class w ith no exams may sound too
good to be true, but for students who enroll
in Community Concepts 157 at San Jose
State University, it is a reality.
In this course, students are taken out of
the structural classroom and given the
opportunity to go out and work in the community, according to Bob Gliner, professor
of sociology at SJSU.
"We think of it as the upper division alluniversity service learning class," Gliner
said. Community learning makes the student’s major come alive, he added.
Students who enroll in the class meet
once a week and volunteer four hours a

week at a community center or school. They
get a class reader and meet five times during the semester as an entire group. Students are given a selection of programs to
choose from. Some of the choices include
elementary or high school tutoring, and
gang prevention assistance.
John )0CIII Multi Service Center, on San
Fernando Street in San Jose, is one of the
locations where students meet to get their
hands on training.
At the senior center, students provide
services such as tutoring in English and
assistance in preparing for the citizenship
test.
Deepa Ramoorthy, a computer engineer
see CONCEPTS, Page 3
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Football eases the pain of holiday madness

Letters
Chancellor urges
safe celebrations,
alcohol awareness
just about every tradition, the end of the year is
Ina time for socializing and celebrating with friends
and family. Whether you are planning to celebrate
Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, Ramadan, New
Year’s Eve, any other special occasion or simply the
end of the fall semester, I urge you to keep safe and
healthy during this holiday season.
As many of you know, alcohol abuse is a prevalent
and. persistent problem on many college campuses.
The’ entire CSU family was forced to confront this
issue when some of our students experienced tragic
and near-tragic incidents this semester. At Chico
State, a fraternity pledge died after ingesting a considerable amount of alcohol. At SEM Diego State, two
different fraternity-related incidents involved underage drinking and hospitalization of pledges.
While these incidents involved Greek organizations, this issue extends far beyond fraternities and
clubs and reaches into the general student population. All too often, alcohol abuse is viewed as just a
way of college life. In fact, it is a genuine problem that
hurts not just the individual involved, but also those
around him or her, and in some cases, the entire college community.
Because of its importance to our students and to
our campuses, I believe that we must increase awareness of this critical issue. We must find alternatives to
alcohol and solutions that work for our students, not
just in theory but in everyday practice. We also must
join together to learn from each other’s practices and
about other new approaches from around the country.
That is why I have appointed a committee of CSU
presidents and students to review our university system’s alcohol policies and prevention programs. It is
my hope that this committee can help us strengthen
our policies and minimize the number of students
who are harmed by alcohol abuse.
The chairman of this committee will be CSU Fresno President John Welty, who also happens to be the
vice chair of BACCHUS, the international association
of college-and university-based peer education programs focusing on alcohol abuse prevention. He will
be joined by five other CSU presidents, two CSU vice
presidents of student affairs, six students, and representatives from the faculty, alumni and CSU staff. I
expect a report from this committee by early spring.
In the meantime, I hope that all members of the
CSU family will take the time to recognize and
become more thoughtful about the serious issue of
alcohol abuse on campus. And while I encourage all of
you to enjoy this festive time with friends and family,
I jappe that you will take the necessary steps to celebride responsibly:
Don’t drink and drive;
--1;kin’t let your friends drive drunk;
: Don’t ride with someone who has been drinking;
Choose a "designated driver" who will refrain from
drinking;
-:::Always buckle up.
:::$: wish you all a very happy holiday season.
::.:i:
Charles B. Reed
:::::
. ..
Chancellor,
State
University
California
system

hanksgiving is over. Shoppers
have become more crazed than
normal. Songs about that guy
in red are heard everywhere. And little children are preparing their lists.
It means only one thing: No, not
Christmas football.
I sat on the couch the day after
Thanksgiving watching football
while everyone else was breathing
exhaust fumes and trying to get to
the next sale where they inevitably
waited in line again.
As I was digesting all this, I was
thankful for two things: One, for the
first time in four years, I don’t have
"to work in retail this holiday season.
Two, football.
There’s professional football, college football and even fantasy football. All of which ease my holiday
season.
I could be like another columnist
around here and actually tell you all
about my fantasy football team, but
since I’ve already been called a "babbling idiot" by a reader once this
week, I’ll cut it down to three words:
my team sucks.
Anyhow, my mom is the opposite.
Football is her enemy, especially during the holidays.
She was the one, on Thanksgiving
day, asking, "Is the football over yet?"
It was football that hampered her
holiday plans. She wanted her
Christmas tree the day after Thanks -

lawn* SlehtlEMEJBliMeataieteG

more information, call Mary Moore
at 924-5910.

Bilident Occupational

Therapy

(BOTA)
:::}Vinter

School of Music and Dance

clothes drive: Clothes

Wbe collected and donated for
tIllieChristmas season. Donate now
ikiiugh Dec. 14. Boxes are located
kslithe Central Classroom building.
Fettetn

Free choreography III showing, 2
p.m. to 3:15 p.m. in the Spartan
Complex, Room 219 (studio theater
in SPX East). For more information.
call Donna at 924-5041.

203.

:::Meditation

guided and

iiiptructional, 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

giving. And she wanted it bad.
Friday, after we returned from my
Grandparents’ house in Angels Camp
(yeah, I don’t know where it is
either), no one felt like going to get a
tree.
I sat and watched football. I was
happy. Until about 6 p.m. when my
mom freaked out upon realizing it
was the day after Thanksgiving and
she didn’t have a Christmas tree.
Then, I had to tell her that I
couldn’t get a Christmas tree the
next day because I had to come back
to San Jose to cover an event for the
paper.
The event? A football game.
My mom was in tears. All because
of a Christmas tree that would have

Student Advantage
Get your free discount card!
Contact Arlene at adiwa4cstudent
advantage.com.

7.30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. All events at the Campus Ministry Center, 300 S. 10th St. For
more information. call Father Charlie or Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

Sunday readings,

Library Donations & Book Sales

Ongoing book sale, 10 a.tn to 4
p.m. in Clark Library, 4th floor.
Room 408. For more information,
call the acquisitions department at
924-2705.
The Listening Hour Concert
Series

SJSU Percussion Ensemble, 12:30
p.m. to 1:15 p.m. at the Music building Concert Hall. For more information, call Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.

gkIthe Campus Ministry Center
4:144pel, 300 South 10th St. All med

School of Music and Dance
Company One Musical Revue, 7

trigiors are welcome. For more infor-

Spartan Complex, Room

tilition. call R. Wharton at 605-

p.m. in the

W.

219 (studio theater in SPX East).

Rbick Masque Honor Society

924.5041.

For more information, call Donna at

Institute of Management
Accountants
Speaker: Brian Watson, criminal
investigation division of the IRS.
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union, Guadalupe room.

::7’Suitcases For Kids" drive. Drop
*your unwanted suitcases and

Catholic Campus Ministry

094ipacks from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in

Mass and brown bag lunch discussion: "Catholic Land Mines,"

DO. Student

Union, Wellness Center

Distilind the Mosaic, multicultural

12:10 p.m. to

12:35 p.m.

Stirgan at 998-7158.

St. Vincent de Paul Youth Conference for Social Justice, 6:30 p.m.

:*:

to

itb.terl. For more information, call

::::Workshopl ’Managing Test Ansi:4k"

11

a.m. to noon in the Admin.

*ration biolding. Room

7:30 p.m.
Singles for Christ

Cisiunseling Services

201

She came and showed me the way
to make the perfect bell -shaped
curve. I’m sure if I asked for a mathematical formula, she would hav,
given me one.
"Put the ornaments a little bit
back so the lights reflect off them."
Finally, I noticed a way out. I could
escape to the other room and check
the scores of the football games I had
been missing.
I was minding my own business.
watching the scores run across the
bottom of the television when...
"Michael. Where are you?" she bellowed. "Get in the picture."
So I lazily trudged back to the tree
and smiled for my mom and the camera.
This is how it is during the holidays at my house. I just have to get
used to it.
At least I have football to help
ease the pain.
But, as my mom has taughir
!it’s never too early to get rea
next year’s holiday season.
That’s why I have two things to
put on my Christmas list: a helmet
and shoulder pads.
They oughta help me next time
the Christmas tree militia comes to
town.
Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Production Editor.
"0.z- masis" appears Thursdays.

Fender bender teaches
lesson in focusing on
the situation at hand

S partaGui de
Today

Mike Osegueda

to wait two days.
I felt bad, but at the same time, I
knew that when she got her way, the
house would turn into Christmas tree
boot camp, so I was happy to delay
that a bit.
What you have to understand
about my mom is that during the holidays she changes.
It’s like when you give Gizmo some
food after midnight, he turns into a
Gremlin. In my mom’s case, give her
some Christmas music and she turns
into a gung-ho, no-holds-barred holiday fanatic.
I swear she must be part of some
Christmas tree militia the way she
orders me to find her boxes, hands
out decorations and is snapping pictures every two seconds.
Don’t get me wrong, I love my
mom, but at this time of the year she
is practically ... well, a football coach.
Most people are still eating
Thanksgiving leftovers, but my mom
is different.
Once she got the tree on Sunday, it
happened.
She was barking orders, directing
traffic and mapping out her strategic
points of attack.
"Lights, the garland, then ornament."
Then she had to show me the proper way to hang the garland.
"Not like that," she hollered as I
was making my way around the tree.

graduate

students prayer and fellowship,

7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Bible reflection on upcoming

Sorority with
Rho
The "Psi-Rho-Delic Semester is
Almost Over Dance Party," 9 p.m. to
2 a.m. at Club Elixer, 2246 Jerrold
Ave., San Francisco. All meditators
are welcome. For more information,
call R. Wharton at 605-1687.

Sigma Theta Psi
Epsilon Sigma

Islands
Club meeting, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Event Center or 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in the Student Union, Almaden
room. For more information, call
Dre at 924-6372 or Cori at 9245963
Pride of the Pacific

Muslim Students Association

Ramadan Mubarak! Brothers
and sisters you can break your fast
and pray Maghrib with fellow
brothers and sisters at SJSU. Meet
at 4:30 p.m. at Allen Hall with your
food. Dial 4-8012 using the black
phone outside the front door to
enter. For more information, visit
www.sjsu.edu/orgs/msa.

Students for Humanitarian
interest ISHII

A play: "A Killing in Choctaw."
noon to 3 p.m. in the Engineering
4uilding, Room 189. It is a true
story about murder, prejudice, privilege, equal rights and racism
the real experiences of the actor,
Carl Ray, actor and promoter. For
more information, call Oscar Battle
Jr. at 924-6117

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
students. faculty and staff members The dead
line for entries in noon, three working days
before the desired publication date Entry forms

SW.

are available in the Spartan Daily 0Mre
restnction may require editing
submissions
Entries are printed in the order in which they

of

are received

happened within what
Itseemed like a fragment of a
split second. And I fooled
myself into thinking I was off to
a pretty good start that morning.
I planned on getting up early
enough, so I wouldn’t have to
rush around my apartment like
some mad woman, searching for
who-knows-what in who-knowswhere, at the precise second I
should have been out the door.
After accidentally turning my
alarm clock off prematurely, I
ended up having to put myself
together in a mad rush.
I did manage to make it out
the door on time that morning.
Lack of sleep, sprinkled with
a little stress here a little more
there, did not make for a very
good appearance, but I didn’t
think I would be meeting Mr.
Right that morning.
After dropping off a check at
the night deposit box, I got gas
and coffee to get me over the hill .
to Santa Cruz, where I had to
work.
I think I looked down, to pick
up the cup of coffee, as I was driving when suddenly I heard the
sound of metal hitting metal.
My body was thrust forward,
but I didn’t hit anything inside
the car.
Lucky for me and the other
driver, the sound was more
intimidating than the actual
impact.
As we were getting out the
insurance information, the
other driver seemed to have had
a change of heart.
I don’t think I could have
bumped into a better guy. He
said his car was fine, and there
was no point getting the insurance companies involved. It
would increase my insurance
rate, for nothing, he said.
I think I had a guardian
angel with me that morning.
I told him what a nice guy he
was and that he had made my
day, although I’m sure he couldn’t say the same thing about me.
I wanted to do something in
return, to show him my gratitude, but not one creative
thought passed through my
mind.
I had to get going, so I would-

n’t be too late for work.
I. decided to ask him if he
wanted to go out to lunch with
me sometime, and I gave him a
card with my number. I though%
that was the least I could do. I
don’t even remember his name.
When I drive now, I stay as
focused as I can. That morning
comes to mind, and I know I
don’t want a rerun of that scene.
I used to think it was very
cool to drive and put make-up
on at the same time. That was a
talent you acquired with experience. I don’t think that is cool
anymore.
When fate comes up to stroke
your cheek, it’s a good idea to rethink some things in your life. I
know I have.
There are a million distractions on the road and off the
road. It’s hard to stay focused.
But when you get behind the
wheel, apart from yin life,
there are also others to Wider.
It is refreshing to know there
are people out there who still
have a heart and are driven by
other things that surpass the
greed behind lawsuits. I’ve been
able to swerve my way around a
few accidents with people
engrossed in casual cell phone
conversations
while
going
through
the
zombie-like
motions of driving.
When I get in my car now, I
try to clear my head of the more
stressful things, because I know
I’m not always going to have a
guardian angel watching over
me.
Erika Caron is a Spartan Daily
Senior Staff Writer
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PISCES

SAGITTARIUS

NOVEMBER 22 - DECEMBER
21
So-and-so is not happy today, Soand-so might just go postal on my
ass. Stop referring to yourself in
the third person you cocky jackass.

CAPRICORN

DECEMBER 22 - JANUARY 20
Confucius say never build your
teepee below the gingko tree.

AQUARI US

JANUARY 21 - FEBRUARY 18
Too many root vegetables at
Thanksgiving plugged you up for
almost a week. Consider it a lesson learned.

CANCER

FEBRUARY 19 - MARCH 20
Next time you leave your group
mem bers waiting in the cold for
two hours, they’re gonna cut your
heart out with a spork and feed it
to the squirrels.

JUNE 21 - JULY 22
Beware of quicksand and
Rodents of Unusual Sizes in the
Park and Ride lot.

ARIES

JULY 23 - Annutri 22
Karma. That’s all I have to say,
you rat bastard.

- MARCH 21 - APRIL 19
10 u caught the cold that’s
been going around, but failed to
catch on to the whole Kleenex
tren d. Slimy -looking booger
trails on your arms are not going
to win you att,ention from the
opp osite sex.

LEO

VIRGO

AuGueri 23 - SEPTEMBER 22
Red leather died with the ’80s.
Get a freaking clue.

TAURUS

APRIL 20 - MAY 20
W hen you were born, a moonbean peeked through the clouds
and ;hone down on your forehead
as if to say, "Hey, look at the little
monl iey."

GEMINI

LIBRA

SEPTEMBER 22 - OCTOBER 22
There are only 25 more shopping days left until Christmas.
Take some uppers, attempt to
find parking at the mall and terrorize small children by claiming
to be an elf.

suy 21

- JUNE 20
An( ither haiku for you, my
sweet.
Pep pery chicken
a ft tile attempt to mask
the nalmonella.

SCORPIO

OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21
It’s too late in the semester to
consider suicide, so suck it up and
ride it out.

FIR

continued from Page I
"All of the instructors are volunteering the ir time,"
Sullivan said.
Adrian Sandos, an electrical engineering major,
said he does not think college students worr y about
their physical fitness very much.
"They’re (students) probably too concerne d with
school and work," Sandos said. "They may not :oncentrate on how their body functions."
"Aerobics is a good way to manage your weil ;tit," he
added. "It’s just not for me, that’s not my (fitneb is) goal
as of right now."
"It is always tough to get men to understan d they
must do more cardiovascular activity," opposed t :o only
lifting weights, Sullivan said.
When the event opened in 1991 there were ab out 50
participants. Last year, about 200 people turn( id out
and returning participants bring friends and f amily,

Sullivan said.
Sophomore Leah Lagpacan, a nursing major, said
she thinks college students have bad habits when it
comes to fitness and nutrition.
"I know when I don’t eat regularly sometimes,
one meal a day I can’t really function," Lagpacan
said. "If you’re healthy in your mind and body you’ll do
well overall."
Sullivan said returning participants should expect
different instructors, a new group of participants and
different styles of aerobics.
"For the first timers, expect to have a lot of fun,
enjoy different styles that the various instructors will
present," Sullivan said.
The event is from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Friday at Spartan Complex, Room 44. An admission fee of $4 will go
toward the purchase of aerobic equipment for the
human performance department. Refreshments will
be provided at the event.

MISSED THE SCORE?
OR WANT T READ IT AGAIN?
WWWSPAR ANDAILY.ORG
Infinite Opportunities
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continued from Page I
ing major who had to take the
class as part of a graduation
requirement, said -she has
learned a lot from working with
seniors.
"They are really well prepared. They know more about the
government than me," Ramoorthy said. "And I was born and
raised here. It’s kind of sad."
Although glamoorthy’s background is Indian, and the majority of seniors at the center are
Chinese, she said the language
and cultural differences don’t get
in the way of communication. She
said she just talks with them the
way she does with her own
grandmother.
Ramoorthy said it was easy to
get attached to the seniors and
when she gets to the center, they
always ask her if she has eaten
I unch.
Senior Kim Truong, a comput-

er engineering major, said it was
nice to see how they looked after
her.
"I love to work with them
because they care for me," Truong
said about the seniors at the center. She said they treat her as if
she were one of their own grandchildren. "When I yawn, they say
’Oh, take a break.’"
Truong said she took the class
because she wanted to work with
seniors who were poor and needed help. She said she has learned
to be more punctual, because
they are always on time.
Industrial technology student
Hong Phuong said she found out
about the course through a friend
and thought the chance to work
with people would be a good experience.
"We teach them the easy way
to remember all the questions,"
Phuong said about preparing
them for the citizenship test. "You
learn a lot from them."

Phuong said she has learned
to be patient and compassion*
from the seniors.
"It’s very interesting to work
with them," she said.
She said they need continuous
help from students, who volunteer for only one semester.
"They learn extremely fast,"
said sociology major Lathera Livingstone, who teaches phonics at
the center. "I make it fun for them
to learn."
Olu Oluwole, a criminal justiiiie,
graduate student said the most
important thing the students tio
for the seniors is to instill cot*, .7:
dence in them as people of different cultures who are trying to
blend with mainstream Arnericti.::He said it was a learning exPerience for him to see so much inter-..
est and enthusiasm from the spniors he teaches.
"It teaches me, personally, that"
you are never too old to leartr,"’..
Oluwole said.

PRESIDENT: One million ballots hauled around Florida’
McGinty would be a front-runner to head the Environmental
the Florida Supreme Court to Protection Agency under Gore.
recount contested ballots or order Herman would be in line for anotha lower court to do it, two Democ- er Cabinet post, White House
ratic legal sources said late counselor or perhaps chief of staff,
Wednesday.
a job that aides expect would first
One million ballots were being be offered to campaign manager
hauled 400-miles from southern to William Daley.
northern Florida, where the preceFlorida Secretary of State
dent-making case has been thrust Katherine Harris, a supporter of
upon a folksy circuit judge in Tal- Republican Bush, has declared
lahassee. "Pack ’em up and bring him the winner of Florida by 537
’em up," Judge N. Sanders Sauls votes out of 6 million cast handing Gore the steep challenge of
said.
Bush planned to meet Thursday nullifying a state’s presidential
with retired Gen. Colin Powell, his election while convincing the pubstill-to-be-announced choice as sec- lic the race is not over.
And thus, the nation has two
retary of state. Powell has told
associates that if offered the post presidents-in-waiting posturing to
he would accept. The Texas gover- be the 43rd man to assume the
nor also was calling GOP congres- mantle.
"It’s an amazing story, isn’t it?"
sional leaders, telephoned one conservative Mississippi Democrat asked Gore, a former journalist
himself and assigned his staff to joining legions of others grasping
call other Democratic lawmakers for the words to describe it.
He was dealt a setback Tuesday
as Gore struggled to keep his party
when Souls refused to order immein line
Following Bush’s show of confi- diate manual recounts of disputed
dence, Gore played president-elect ballots in Palm Beach and Miamiat a business meeting with run- Dade counties. The judge schedning mate Joseph Lieberman, uled a hearing Saturday on the
transition director Roy Neel, Labor vice president’s petition to include
Secretary Alexis Herman and manual recounts in official election
’Cathleen McGinty, former head of totals a move that Gore believes
the White House environment would help him overtake Bush.
office.
Democratic lawyers want the

votes recounted while the central’ case is being resolved by
both to save time and to show virit
ers progress toward overtaking
. :7
Bush.
Gore’s political advisers said...
privately he needed a court +letory in the next 48 hours to
vent a fatal erosion of the pnlaL.
lic’s support. Thus, Gore was:
forced to appeal Sauls’ decision;
but his advisers debated fOr
nearly 24 hours about how do it;
delaying the actual filing unql
Thursday.
Some on his political and legal .
team wanted to ask the court to ’
take over the entire case, throwing.’.
Gore’s presidential aspirations. at
the feet of seven justices with.’
Democratic ties. Others thought
that was too risky, and urged Gore
to take the more caution’s
approach he eventually approved;.
according to the officials who’
spoke on condition of anonymity. ,’
The debate itself reflected the
growing level of concern in Gore’s
camp that time is running out.
A CBS-New York Times poll
shows that a small majority:4
Americans say they have lost
patience with the delay, but half:.
say it is too soon for either mididate to concede. Forty-two percent
of those surveyed said Gore shotild
give it up.
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Research Tech nicians/ Assistants
Affymax Research Institute is a recogr iized leader in biotechnology with a broad
portfolio of sophisticated technologies specifically designed to revolutionize the
drug discovery process. As part of the Glaxo Wellcome family of companies,

bloomingdale’s
)
L.)

Affymax is an established part of the bi opharmaceutical industry
Assist in the development of cellular as says to identify novel human disease
targets. Requires BA/BS in Biology wit -1 2+ years laboratory experience
Candidates should be familiar with Cellt Alar and Molecular Biology techniques,
including experience with mammalian ci all culture (transfections. FACS), Westerns.
and preparation of cellular lysates Job Code KLE001
Assist in the identification, cloning and ri a.combinant expression of novel human

25$
0 Holiday Sign-on BONUS*
Join the Best of the Best for the
HOLIDAY SEASON... and beyond!
We offer flexible schedules FT, PT,
and Evening & Weekend.

gibs. Requires a B.A./B.S. in Moleculi 3r Biology, 1+ years laboratory experience
and broad knowledge of Molecular Biolo gy techniques including maintenance and
propagation of bacterial cultures. plasmici DNA isolation, DNA cloning, RNA
isolation and cDNA synthesis, PCR, and 5’ RACE. Job Code: MSH001
a

g

Carry out peptide synthesis, peptide conj ugates, organic synthesis, purification
and analysis Maintain the lab inventories.. Requires a B S/ M S in chemistry
Experience is a plus but not necessary. A ble to collaborate with other scientists
Job Code PBA002,3&4

Sales:

Sales Support:

All Women’s Ready to Wear
All Men’s Ready to Wear
Houseware
Domestics
Handbags/Accessories
Fine Jewelry

Merchandise Admin Team (early am)
Customer Service/ Gift Wrap
Alterations
Corporate Services
Loss Prevention

Perform high thruput screening assays as part of the drug discovery effort at
Affymax. Responsibilities include setting ip and performing screening assays and
data analysis. AS / BA in biology and bas lc lab skills and computer skills required
Job Code SYA009.

Affymax offE ?rs competitive salaries, a
relaxed atmosphere with business casual
attire, outsta nding benefits, gourmet lunches for $1, ant ci an entrepreneurial & multidisciplinary Nork environment. Come join
the Affymax ’Team.
E-mail your resu me to ari_jobs@affymax com or fax to
408-481-0393. E OE. Include Job code on
Resume For mo re information about these positions
see our website www Affymax com

3

CONCEPTS: Class focuses on volunteering in community

k witinued from Page I

MIROBICTHON: Event runs from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Friday

ItSDAN.

Apply in Person:
Mon-Fri 9am to 5pm, Wed 9am to 8pm, Sat 10am to 4 pm
#1 Stanford Shopping Center
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Fax (650)463-2210

WE OFFER A FANTASTIC EMPLOYEE
DISCOUNT PROGRAM!
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A taste of Wa-saaa-bi
California Sushi & Grill serves up Japanese delights

Spartan football
at your fingertips
College football season doesn’t have to be over for SJSU fans;
Sony PlayStation video games offer more NCAA gridiron action
By D.S. Perez
1)1111 SIAIOR SI 11- WRITER

Think you have what it takes
to control Spartan running back
Deonce Whitaker, or believe you
have better play-calling skills
than Dave Baldwin?
Well, before you submit your
resume to the athletic department, stay at home and coach
the Spartans from your living
room chair.
REVIEW
TI,vo Sony PlayStation video
games offer NCAA football
action and both include San
Jose State University.
The first team to receive a
review is "NCAA Gameday
2001" 440) by 989 Sports.
As I took control of SJSU and
proceeded to beat Tulsa in a 4136 exhibition shootout, the first
thought I had of this game was
that Keith Jackson should shut
up and die.
The legendary play-by-play
announcer usually says the
same darned thing after every
play, and his rhyming nonsense
is irritating.
Regardless, "Gameday" has a
lot of options, enough to consider multiple seasons of play.
In fact, you can even take the
helm of an athletic department
and try to recruit talent
throughout several seasons of
play.
You can edit the playbook
of your team or the computer’s, which is great because
computer opponents tend to
call far too many passing
plays.
"Gameday" offers a great
running game, probably one of
the best I’ve played.
Blockers block, and the run-
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ners twist and turn.
Tackling is a sight to see,
even though it seemed like
every time Whitaker got tackled, he dragged four guys for six
more yards.
Speaking of the Spartans,
"Gameday" gives them a "B" in
running and "Cs’" in everything
else.

You can even
take the helm of
an athletic
department and
try to recruit
talent throughout
several seasons
of play.
Whitaker has a speed rating
of 88 out of 100, and if you want
to see Neil Parry (No. 32) take to
the field again, he’s in the game.
But "Gameday" has some
unsightly blemishes.
The graphics of the game
are extremely blocky and the
animation can go from decent
to crap-tastic, as polygon athletes have limbs disappear or
animation frames skip by.
And for those who like feats
of impossible magnitude, try the
point-after-touchdown kick.
The kicker’s power meter
goes by in a microsecond, so he
delivers a sissy blow that propels the ball to the ground
instead of the uprights.
If the programmers had polished up the graphics, animation and play of "Gameday," this
would probably be the game to
buy.
Instead, "NCAA Football

2001" ($40) by EA Sports looks
to win this electronic bowl
game.
The graphics and animation
are much smoother, except on
close-ups of players as they celebrate plays.
For newer players, tips flash
across, the screen before every
play.
They are good reminders, but
are annoying after you’ve
played the game a few times.
Atmosphere is this game’s
highlight.
Fight songs, crowd chants
and
stadium
play-calling
make this feel more like a real
game than listening to Jackson hamming it up in "Gameday."
Still, not everything is perfect.
The game takes 10 seconds to
load after being paused, and
there’s no way to edit the computer’s play book, although it
does run the football occasionally.
As for the Spartans on this
game, they get "Ds’" in every
category except passing, where
they have a "C-."
Whitaker has a speed rating
of 90. Neil Parry isn’t in the
game, and wide receiver Casey
LeBlanc, who is Caucasian in
real life, is black in the game.
Neither game has the Spartan fight song, but "NCAA" has
better music.
So which game should you
play to take the helm of the
Spartans or other college
teams?
EA Sports’ "NCAA Football
2001" has the polish, atmosphere and intensity, but if you
have the patience to tweak
with it and bear with its
unsightly graphics, "NCAA
Gameday 2001" could have a
slightly longer life with its
options.
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Student
Airfares
Eurailpasses

Looking at the
plate of
assorted sushi is
a marvel.
The Edamame is serve d in a
small clay pot, and there is a side
dish to place the uneaten s oybean
shells in.
My favorite. pieces w( Te the
halibut, tuna, yellow tt
and
salmon.
When dipped with t he soy
sauce they each have a clean,
smoky flavor that was co( )1 to the
touch.
The shredded crab, a lthough
fibrous and dry, becam e moist
upon eating. Despite a so mewhat
bland taste, the crab w, ant well
with either the ginger or the
wasabi.
The seaweed, howei /er, was
awkward to eat, feeling t nore like
a clump of weeds pulled up from
the garden than a re staurant
delicacy.
Each of the sushi pi( .ces were
delicious when dipped in soy
sauce.
Sometimes, the wasa bi opened
up the flavor of the sus! as well.
The ginger, howev er, often
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III CHINESE FASTFOOD ill

CHINESE FOOD

(3 it,ms or t; ore)
Open Everyday
Located on the corner of
11AM - 9PM
Tenth S. Wham Street (403)275-0058
block from SJSU

’FREE
16 ounce

Erik Anderson is a Spartan
Daily senior staff writer
Any comments or suggestions
for the "Cuisine Review" please
send in care of
SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu
CALIFORNIA SUSHI &
GRILL
kr: Japanese Cuisine
WHERE: I E. San Fernando St.
San Jose. CA 95113
Hotits: 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday to Saturda)
PlIONE: (4081 297-1847
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18 & Over

COUPON

seemed to bury the flavor more
than enhanced it.
A sip of beer provided a finishing touch.
The difficult part about eating
the Tempura was deciding
whether to have it in one bite or
two.
It we’s wonderfully gooey,
crunchy and had a burst of
salmon flavor.
The soy sauce lubricated the
rice making each bite tasty and
juicy.
once
The Edamame beans
were
removed from the pod
salty, sweet and chewy.
Haruo Suzuki, co-owner of the
restaurant with Hirohhi Kawabata, explained the secret behind
good sushi.
"The rice is really important,"
he said.
Sometimes the rice A,
sticky, too hard or soft, sweet or
salty, said Suzuki, who said he
had more than 25 years experience working as a sushi chef
"It looks simple, but it’s not,"
he added.
The restaurant has four chefs,
including his partner, Hirohhi
Kawabata, with whom he bought
the restaurant more than 10
years ago, he said.
As I left the warmth of the
restaurant and entered the cold
outside, I noticed an uplifting
feeling nevertheless.
I wondered how much of that
feeling was due to the fresh,
healthy burst of energy that
sushi is said to provide.
After long dreary days, may
all patrons of California Sushi
get that same uplifting feeling as
I did that cool and dark night.

41

-0,41%

More Than
100 Departure Cities

liege ID ok Fully Stocked Bars 21 & Over
doors & Outdoors Smoking Patio

1 Kamakazis $2 Drafts

CHINESE FASTFOOD )
Coupon Vahe with
any 3 Mtn, combo
plate purchase.

FREE
ALL FRATERNI

dmission w/this ad b-4 11pm
Snood’ Invite
& SORORITIES and All San Jose State Students

Not to he
combined with
any other offers.

Coupon expires
on
days.

I00,010.SE,

www, counctltravel com

outer shell of rice that is, in tu rn,
wrapped inside a strip of eaweed.
The rolls, two inches in din meter and an inch thick, were
accompanied with slices of girtger
and wasabi.
A small serving dish was also
provided for dipping the sus hi or
the in soy sauce

$1 PER ITEM

Student Travel
trom A to Z
.0n the journey from A to Z.
A is as important as Z
-buddhist saying
NEW YORK
$221
MIAMI
$269
LONDON
$363
PARIS
$404
FRANKFURT
$455
AMSTE R DAM
$478

Away from the passing traffic outside San Fernando
and First streets, the second floor of the California Sushi
and Grill restaurant is serene
and subdued.
Reached after a climb up a
long stairway near the restaurant’s front entrance, the main
dining area which seats more
than 50 was empty except for
a few other customers.
The room, minimalist in style,
offers square black tables with
chairs scattered upon a spacious
speckled-gray carpet.
Two of the walls are made of
brick and the ceiling is low.
Downstairs there is a bar for
six and two tables.
The first floor is a small area,
seating about 15 people, and is
cool as the night air pours in
from the outside.
Upstairs, the room is comfortably warm.
I ordered the appetizer
Edamame ($3.50), a boiled, lightly salted soy bean, Tempura Rolls
($6), a deep-fried assortment of
fish in a rice and seaweed roll, a
special assortment of sushi ($12)
and one pint of Sapporo beer
($4).
About ten minutes after
receiving a glass of ice water,
along with the beer, the remaining items vyere brought out.
A hot towel for the fingers had
been brought earlier, along with
chopsticks.
Looking at the plate of assorted sushi is a marvel: Maguro
(tuna), Hirame (halibut), Arnaebi
(shrimp), Hamachi (yellow tail),
Unagai (freshwater eel) and seaweed.
To my delight, the pieces were
laid out with a remarkable attention to detail.
The colors were astounding
from the bright reddish-pink of
the tuna to the blackish-green of
the seaweed.
Each of the pieces all very
fresh are meticulously cut and
placed upon the cubes of rice or
wrapped with rice inside a band
of seaweed.
A few of the pieces were also
placed upon the rice without seaweed.
The Tempura rolls were interesting as well.
Assorted pieces of the deepfried fish are packed inside an

www.yummy ce.com
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Baldwin contract talk in early stages
By Marcus R. Fuller
DAII Y SPORTS EDITOR

A few weeks ago there were
two questions surrounding the
Spartan football program.
Would the team be playing in
a bowl game in December and
would head coach Dave Baldwin receive a contract extension?
After San Jose State University’s 37-6 loss Saturday to Fresno
State University, one of those
questions was answered.
Falling to the Bulldogs meant
the Spartans squandered an
opportunity to play at home in
the Silicon Valley Football Classic
and will have to spend another
New Year’s Eve watching football
as spectators.
That leaves the question about
who will be coaching the Sparta next season.
ldwin confirmed that he and
h
gent, Bruce Tollner, would
meet with Don Kassing, SJSU
vice president for administration
and chief financial officer, this
weekend.
The Spartans’ collapse late in
the season will have no effect on
the school’s offer, which will be a
three-year extension, according to
Kassing.
"That (loss) hasn’t been an
issue for us," Kassing said. "We
intend to finalize things this
weekend."

iii,

Kassing said if the school is Whitaker should return
faced with another offer from
Tollner, it will pay what it can
Spartan football fans may
afford.
have an opportunity to watch one
"I hope we can work things of the nation’s top players next
out," Kassing said. "From our year if tailback Deonce Whitakperspective, it has to be reason- er returns for another recordable because we’re not a Notre breaking season.
Dame."
Baldwin said the country’s
Baldwin said that he felt good third leading rusher should use
about the season even if didn’t his extra year to help the team
end on a positive note.
and the Bay Area bring the
"We ended the season with
excitement of college football
seven wins and that’s the most
back.
in the state, more than UCLA (6"The Bay Area needs him and
5), USC (5-7), Cal (3-8), Stanford
his athletic ability," Baldwin said.
(5-6) and San Diego State (3-8),"
"He will play in the NFL, but I
Baldwin said.
think it will help him to come
"There’s only
back another year. He’s a legitione other that
mate Heisman Trophy candidate
matches us
next year and he knows it. As far
and that’s
as coming back, it’s his decision,
Fresno. And
but we’re keeping our fingers
we had the
crossed."
toughest
Following the team’s final
schedule,
game against Fresno State,
playing No. 1
Whitaker seemed crystal clear
Nebraska, No.
about his intentions.
9 USC, Stan"At the end of the summer I’m
ford and No. Whitaker
going to get my degree, and I
9 TCU."
would like to come back and win
There was
a bowl game," he said.
a team meeting Monday, and
Whitaker received a year back
Baldwin said it was a typical
after the National Collegiate Ath"end of the season" talk.
letic Association struck down
"I told them I was proud of Proposition 48, a rule that
them, about the upcoming ban- required freshman to have a comquet, when the weight room bination of GPA and test scores to
would be open and about next be eligible.
season," he said.
He finished the 2000 season

setting several career-highs,
including rushing yards (1,577)
and touchdowns (15).
If Whitaker
returns, the
Spartans will
have 12
starters
returning
(eight on
offense),
including one
of the Western
Athletic Conference’s top
running
Brewer
backs, Jarmar Julien, and wide receivers
Edell Shepherd and Rashied
Davis. Sophomore Marcus
Arroyo will also return at quarterback. He threw a career-best
15 touchdown passes and had
2,334 yards threw the air in 12
games this season.

All-WAC performers
Whitaker and junior offensive
tackle Chris Fe’esago were
selected to the all-WAC first
team. Seven Spartans were
named to the second team: senior
tight end Sean Brewer, senior
left guard Jeremy Dominguez,
senior right guard Joel Tautuaa,
senior outside linebacker Marshall Blount, senior defensive
end Bryant Yeager, junior cornerback Alex Wallace and senior

Tvaa‘

Across
the

Middle\
inside linebacker Josh Parry.
SJSU players who received
votes for all-conference honors
included senior linebacker Ron
Ockimey,
senior safety

Travis
Seaton,
Davis, Shepherd, Julien
and Arroyo.
Baldwin
said Parry
should have
been selected
higher.
"I was dis- J. Parry
appointed
Josh didn’t get first team," he
said. "He’s the only all-WAC
player that made the District 9
academic All-American team."
Parry was the only Spartan

senior to be selected to a postseason all-star game. He will play in
the Hula Bowl on Jan. 21 on Maui
in Hawaii.
"It was a pretty special
honor," Parry said. "I put so
much into this game. It’s a nice
way to cap off’ a five-year college
career."
Baldwin said Brewer’s graduation will leave big shoes to fill.
He said he hopes Brewer is chosen to represent SJSU in the
East West Shrine game Jan. 31
at Pacific Bell Park in San Francisco.
Whitaker said both captains
will be surely be missed.
"Parry brought leadership to
the defense and he was the backbone," he said. "Brewer had character and brought excitement to
the team."

Carruth’s former girlfriend says he confessed murder plot to her
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) As
his pregnant girlfriend lay wounded, Rae Carruth confessed to planning her shooting and said he
wished she would die, a former
girlfriend testified Wednesday.
"He said, ’I can’t get in trouble,
can I, because I didn’t actually
pull the triggerr Candace Smith
said. "He said police could check
his car and his clothes and not
find any gunpowder.’
Smith told jurors that the former NFL receiver also told her
that he paid men involved in the

S a n

shooting over time to avoid raising
suspicions and that he "saw the
guys pull up and shoot into her
car."
He then drove away to the
house of Hannibal Navies, a Carolina Panthers teammate, she
said.
Carruth, 26, is charged with
first-degree murder in the Nov. 16,
1999, shooting of Cherica Adams,
who was eight months pregnant.
Witnesses have testified that
Adams was shot as she drove
behind Carruth’s car after a

movie. One co-defendant has testi- killing. Adams, 24, gave birth to a
fied that Carruth planned the son, who is in the custody of
shooting to avoid child-support Adams’ mother. Adams died about
payments.
a month after the baby was born
Carruth has pleaded innocent by Caesarean section the night of
to the charges, and his attorney the shooting.
has said he was not present when
A police officer testified that
Adams was shot.
Carruth acted suspiciously at the
Smith said Carruth told her hospital before any charges were
that Adams had refused to have filed.
an abortion and that he once
"Mr. Carruth turned to me and
talked about getting someone to said, ’Are you guys going to take
hit her to induce a miscarriage.
me out in handcuffs and put someCarruth could be executed if thing over my head to hide my
convicted of arranging Adams’ face when we go outr Officer

Jose State Ice Hockey
2000-01 Home Schedule
MTh
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Sat Oct. 7
Fn. Oct. 13
Sat.Oct. 14
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Sat. Nov 18
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500 mhz and above!
Christmas layaway
and gift certificates available

Dr. William Washington

(408) 286-0904

Work at the largest tech
conference in the world!
The world’s largest Internet Audio and
Video Event, the Streaming Media West
2000 Conference, will he held at the
San Jose Convention Center.

12 .45

Rainbow Women’s Chorus
12:50 Akhayan. Filipino Students Dance Group
I .00 Closing Ceremonies by Reverend Norris WiUtams St. James AME Church

Aflight,

Coz Mo

Schmooze with the elites of the Silicon Valley, while making
extra money pr the holidays.

Kirk Jensen

Grupo holism’ Pro-Latino- Aztec Dance Group
Silicon Valley Gay Men’s Chorus

1 10 Doves

IntelCeleron 500 mhz, Windows
Millenium 128mb RAM. 8.3 gb
HDD. 50x CD ROM. SoundNideo.
Speakers Only $450

Free shipping!

;111

11:30 Native American Invocation by Javan Anthony Tony Ten Fingers
11:35 Opening Ceremonies by Dr. Marty Fenstersheib. Health Officer. Public Health Department
11:40 Echo of the Motherland. Vietnamese Dance Group
11:50 St. James AME (African Methodist Episcopal) Church Choir
12:10

Custom made PC systems and cases

1625 The Alemeda Suite 507 San lose 95126

ocni dedicated to those who have died, those living with and to those affected by HIV/AIDS. This year’s theme is
"It’s Our Job to Protect Each Other." This theme was chosen to encourage men in Santa Clara County to take responsthilil lor their actions that altect their families and communities.

12:00 Guest Speaker-

1706044 1; t
O

1 il
:11

AFFORDABLE CUSTOM
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Phone:

December 1, 2000
Rememberance
11:30 AM -1:10 PM
San Jose State University
Student Union Amphitheater

Master of Ceremony

Officer Peter Grant said.
The new testimony against
Carruth came after nearly two
days of cross-examination by
defense lawyers of co-defendant
Michael Kennedy, who drove the
shooter’s car.
Kennedy, a prosecution witness
testifying without immunity, stuck
to the story he told last week that
Carruth hatched a plan to kill
Adams to avoid paying child support. Carruth already was paying
another woman about $5,000 a
month, Kennedy said.

4.3%.*

_
TICKET PRICES GENERAL ADMISSION SS 00. STUDENTS WITH I D CARD AND CHILDREN S3 00
ALL HOME GAMES ARE PLAYED AT THE ICE CENTRE OF SAN JOSE ( NEAFI SPARTAN STADIUM I
FOR MORE INFORMATON CALL: I408) 230.0440

WORLD AIDS DAY

,a,

Kevin Wallin said.
The officer said Carruth also
asked if police could tell if a gun
had been fired from inside his
vehicle. He said Carruth wanted
to know if the hospital was surrounded by police and whether the
news media were outside.
Another officer testified that
Adams told him while being
wheeled to surgery that Carruth
was involved in the shooting.
had asked her point blank if
her boyfriend was the one who
shot her and she said yes he was,"

release of white doves

thanks to all volunteers. speakers. and performers: San Jose State University Peer Health educator Pmgram. San Jose
State University Student Health Center, San Jose State University HIV Committee. San Jose State University Filipino
Akhavan Student Club. San Jose State University Delta Sigma 7heta told Gay-Straight Alliance of USU.

3rd Annual World AIDS Day Forum
"AIDS from a Global Perspective"
December I. 2000. IPM-3PM
Spartan Memorial Chapel

ON SITE FREE HIV TESTING
WILL BE AVAILABLE 10AM-3PM
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If you are friendly, outgoing, and customers
service oriented, contact us immediately!
Call access staffing and refer to

PROJECT SNOWFLAKE
(408 I 557-96(X)

$10+/hr
60 positions available! (C lerks,
cashiers, monitors)
Will work around finals
schedule
December 10-14, 2000
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Spartans fall twice in Clash o County

Mob.
Joel honer

Spartan junior guard Chris Funderburk
tried to stop Santa Clara University guard
Brian Jones Wednesday night at the Event

She

Center. The Spartans were defeated 71-56 by
the Broncos, giving the Spartans (2-1) their
first loss of the season.

Men’s team falls apart in second half
By Ben Aguirre Jr.

7:viiionau Fujita Daily Staff

Spartan freshman guard Cricket Williams
(33) tries to dribble through a Santa Clara
player’s defense during the game at the Event

Center. The Spartans were defeated by Santa
Clara University 68-85 Wednesday night.

Lack of defense does in women’s team
By Kate Kositeh
The Spartan women’s basketball team 12-2) failed to produce
the intensity it needed to compete
against Santa Clara Tniversity in
the "Clash of the County"
Wednesday night at the Event
Center. The final score. 85-68, told
the tale for the Spartans.
San Jose State University’s
head coach Janice Richard, said
the loss was a result of poor
defense and that the game was an
eye-opener and a learning experience for the team.
"We have a long way to go,"
Richard said about her team of 13
newcomers.
The majority of the team is
playing for the first time at the
Division I level.
"They faced a really good
team," Richard said.
Junior guard Atari Parker led
SJSU with 29 points and nine
rebounds.

"We didn’t have everyone we
needed," Parker said, "We just
have to get fo know each other
better."
Parker was nominated this
week for the Western Athletic
Conference’s player of the week
after scoring a team-high of 19

"We didn’t have
everyone we
needed. We just
have to get to
know each other
better."
Atari Parker.
junior guard
points in last Saturdays’ game
against the University of California at Davis.

Junior guard Danada Smith
contributed with18 points.
"We need help from everybody,"
Smith said.
The Spartans started the first
half vying to get ahead of the
Broncos. They tied the score and
just barely took the lead several
times.
SJSU trailed Santa Clara 4233 at halftime.
In the second half, the Broncos
came out far ahead of the Spartans, making 55 percent of their
shots, leading them to victory.
"I’m pleased the girls came out
and showed improvement," Santa
Clara coach Chris Denker said.
"Tonight was a break-out night
for us."
"We feed off each other," said
sophomore forward Kendra Rhea,
who scored 19 points for the Broncos, in regards to her team members pumping each other up.
The Spartans’ next game is
scheduled for Dec. 2 at Weber
State in Ogden, Utah.

& TWISTED
SICK
Spike & Mike’s " Festival of Animation

The Santa Clara University
inen’s basketball team may have
had the game in hand Wednesday
night, but for Spartan junior
guard Scott Sonnenberg, it was
anything but finished.
In an attempt to bring his
team back in to the game, Sonnenberg had two steals, an assist
and scored seven points during a
two-minute stretch in the second
half His last minute heroics,
however, were unheard as the
Broncos rolled to a 71-56 win
against the Spartans in the
"Clash of the County" at the
Event Center.
The Spartans were lead by
junior guard Mike Garrett, who
had 15 points while a seasonhigh 25 points and six assists
from guard Brian Jones paced
Santa Clara to victory.
San Jose State University
came out of the gates quick, with
a 5-0 run in the opening minute.
Santa Clara countered, going on
a 6-0 run to swing the momentum.
lead
The
back-and-forth
changes would continue throughout the half
Jones hit a jurup shot, giving
the Broncos control of the ballgame 2:45 into the contest.
Spartan forward Cory Powell
answered with a three-pointer
with six minutes remaining in
the first half, cutting the Broncos
lead to four.
The Spartans took Powell’s
three-pointer and ran with it,

Low

ALL NEW FOR 2000
Angry Kid, The Hangnail,
Wheelchair Rebecca, Rejected
and MANY MORE!
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reeling off a 9-2 run that resulted
in a 29-29 tie with 2:23 remaining in the half
SJSU would regain the lead,
for the first time since the 5:30
mark, on a layup by Powell.
The senior then stole a pass
with 19 seconds remaining to
guarantee the Spartans a 33-31
halftime lead.
The teeter-totter-like first half
would only be a memory when
the second half whistle sounded.
Those final 20 minutes would
prove to be all Santa Clara, as the
Broncos came out the locker room
fired up, taking the lead back and
never letting up.
Broncos forward Justin Holbrook hit a jumper to open the
second half and ignited a 28-6
run by the Broncos.
The Spartans attempted to

comeback, but the iron would
prove to be unkind as missed
shots seemed to plague the
offense.
Garrett hit a two-pointer,
which cut the lead to 13, but was
countered by a three-pointer from
Jones that quieted the crowd of
2,524.
The Broncos would go scoreless over the last two minutes but
managed to seal the 15-point victory.
This was the second straight
year the Broncos have defeated
the Spartans in the "Clash of the
County." It also marked the seventh time in the last eight meetings the Broncos defeated SJSU.
The Spartans’ next game is
scheduled for Saturday against
Eastern Washington University
in Cheney, Wash.

Daily
OSSWORD
ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17

Push
Sedated
Egg -shaped
British sailor
Oft yonder
Dock or Jane
Variegated
stone
18 Traveler Marco
19 Verve
20 Aches
22 Hoagy
Carmichael
song
24 W Hemisphere
alliance
26 Wise sayings
27 Completely
31 25th lefter
32 Take as one’s
own
33 Ostrichltke birds
36 Sticky fruit
39 Small coin
40 Tempestuous
41 South African
native
42
chi chuan
43 Calgary player
44 Deserve
45 Garden tool
46 Brie and Gouda
48 Cauliflower part
51 King
52 Asphalt. e g
54 Defeated
59 Certain biscuit
60 Vase -shaped
pitcher
62 Zinc
63 Suit to
64 Bone-dry
65 Object from the
past
66 Social misfit
67 Accurate
68 Glossy
DOWN
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PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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2 Type of sign
37 Tennis pro
3 Khayyam
Nastase
4 Presidential
38 Cleans a fish
prerogative
40 Swiftest
5 Fastener for a
41 Zuider
43 Piece of
hook
6 Snooze
silverware
7 Flying saucers
44 Shooting
8 Island south of
stars
45 Pawned
Sicily
47 Middle of a
9 Manhattan
theater area
wheel
10 Nervous
48 Champagne
11 Cherish
glass
12 Accumulate
49 Surgical tool
13 Pre -Easter
50 of London
period
museum
21 "My Gal "
52 Type of muffin
23 Beams
53 Andes nation
25 Damascus’
55 Figure -skating
jump
country
27 Diplomacy
56 Floor piece
57 Adams or
28 Music halls
29 Writer Morrison
Brickell
30 Likely
58 of the
34 Skirt bottom
woods region
35 Construct
6 Female
36 Mink and sable
sandpiper
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FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim (or products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
PIZZ’A CHICAGO Now Hiring,
Full or Part Time Waiter/VVaitress
& Delivery Driver (need own
vehicle). Flexible schedule. No
experience necessary. Apply in
person, 2pm - 5pm, Mon - Fri.
Pizz’a Chicago
155 W. San Fernando, comer
of San Fernando & San Pedro.
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT,
STUDENT UNION: Must have
basic understanding of carpentry.
plumbing, electrical work and be
mechanically inclined. some
knowledge of power and hand
tools is desirable. Must be able
to lift 50 lbs and be safety conscious. Duties include: carpentry,
plumbing. electrical and metal
work. Training wage starts at
$8.60 - $10.00, depending on
emigence. Apply at the Student
Administration Office or
W4-6310.
STOCKPERSON WANTED for
shoe warehouse. 10.20 hrs/wk.
Flexible hours. Will train. Call
Sue or Kourtney, 408-947-8771.
RECEPTIONIST - Part-Time
for Downtown San Jose CPA
firm. Please fax resume to
408-298-7666.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evening & Weekend Shifts Avail.
Salary + Tips + Meals.
Apply in person.
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose
CLEANROOM & LABORATORY
MICRO-CLEANER POSITION
serving the Pharmaceutical and
Electronics Industries in San
Jose area. Part-time positions
avail. 15+ hrs/wk. Some physical
work. Start $8-$10 an hour with
oppty for advancement. Eves &
weekends. Ideal job for college
students. Call Scott 510-818-1112.
ARE YOU IN NEED OF SOME
EXTRA CASH FOR THIS
HOLIDAY SEASON?
Well, local valet company is
looking for enthusiastic individuals to work this holiday season at hotel & private events.
We will even work around
your busy school schedule.
P/T & F/T positions available
today. Call 408-867-7275.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
now hiring for part time
positions. We offer:
Flexible schedules. day or
evening, a great environment
with excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
We have our own
training program!!
We are looking for neat. bright.
& energetic people in the
following areas: Food server
(21 or older please), Hostess.
Busser, & Kitchen help.
Apply in person
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri.
51 IA_ San Pedro, San Jose.
CLUB X-TREME NOW HIRING
Barbacks. Experienced Security
& Front Door ID Person. 175 N.
San Pedro St. downtown San
Jose. 408-298-9283. Iv msg or
apply Thur. Fri. Sat. 8pm-9pm.
DRIVERS
Part Time and Full Time
Flexible Schedules Available
For All Experience Levels
Purpletie com is revolutionizing
the dry cleaning industry, We
are seeking individuals for on time pick-up and delivery of customer dry cleaning foods You
must be at least 21 years old
with a clean driving record. have
excellent customer service and
the ability to lift up to 50 pounds
We offer medical and dental
benefits. Pre-IPO Stock options
12-$17 an hour depend a
experience. Training is
a
le to qualified candiates
To apply, email your resume to
jobs@purpletie.com or fax it to
925-467-0676. EOE.
www purplefie com
EARN SS PROMOTING Artists
like Nine inch Nails. Fiona Apple.
Bush, Static X & the Crystal
Method No expenence necessay.
Visit www noizepolution corn to
fill out an application. then call
Travis irt 800-996-1816
DIRECTOR FOR KIDSPARK,
a quality recreation program
serving
2 -12
year
olds.
Responsibilities include program implementation. daily
operations & staff development.
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must
meet State of CA Title 22
Regulations. Flexible schedule
days. eves. weekends. Team
environment. Benefits avail FAX
resume to 408-260-7366 Email
kidspark kidspark-centers.com
or call for Interview 408-260-7929.
S EARN EXTRA CASH S
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900. M -F. 8-4:30
SI 500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452-590 I.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
in addition. readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
cr coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
INTERNS WANTED
City of Campbell needs Civil
Engr’ng interns to assist
with design review of land
development projects. $12/hr.
10 to 20 hrs/wk flexible.
For more info see
www.cicampbell.ca.us or
call 408-866-2150.

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business. Perfect
for students. Earn $250 Every
weekend. Must have reliable
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required. 408-292-7876.

CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
Chevron. Need to fill position
immediately, part-time. Apply in
person at 147 E. Santa Clara
ACCOUNTANT NEEDED for St. or call Ofelia at 295-3964.
large San Jose nonprofit corp.
For Part -Time and
responsible for: grants receivable,
cash flow projections, grant Full -Time Positions, call
compliance. 0-3 years finance/ HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement, no fees
acct’g experience. Salary DOE.
Fax resumes: HR 408-294-1400. Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
LOOKING FOR JUNIOR OR Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
SENIOR Student in Architecture
Santa Clara to San Mateo
or Civil Engineering for PT or
Phone: (650) 325-1133
FT Work, to work with RE
Fax: (650) 325-3639
Dev’t. Company. Please call www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
408-296-8000 ext. 111, or fax
THE GAP at Valley Fair mall is
resume to 408-296-8080.
now hiring for PT, FT, & seasonal
COMPUTER RETAIL STORE positions.
No experience
Fast growing computer retailer needed!! For info call Carlos @
seeking good people. Fun 246-3582 or apply in person.
environment, casual dress
code, & flexible hours. Seeking DRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach
Store Manager & Cashiers. teens & adults. Company car &
Please fax resume to (408) training provided. No expenence
327-0113
Software & Stuff. necessary. Over 18, HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
wwwsoftwareandstuff.com
negotiable. 408-971-0244.
DOORMAN NEEDED
Mature Minded & Diplomatic Superior Court Of California
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA
2 / 3 nights per week
Full Time Positions:
Apply in person.
LEGAL PROCESS CLERK II
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose Receives, examines & processes
a vanety of documents for conforCHILDREN’S Theater Workshop mance to legal requirements, form
Needs Leaders - We Train. and sufficiency of inforrnation;
1-10 hours per week. Reliable assists the public, Courts & other
transportation needed. Good agencies, interfacing over the
Pay. Must have experience phone, in person & via the courts
working with children. Call Carol website; receives & accounts for
408-265-5096. Fax resumes to fees, deposits & issues receipts;
408-265-8342.
schedules Court appearances &
heanngs; maintains Court records,
Great On -Campus Job!
files and exhibits. Performs other
DELIVERY PERSON
related duties as required.
Spring Semester 2001
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS
The Spartan Daily is accepting An educational level equivalent to
applications for the position of a high school diploma or GED and
delivery person. Work mornings at least two years of work experifrom 7am-9am, delivering the ence performing a wide variety of
Spartan Daily to news stands on general clerical sssignments. Two
campus. Must have a Cal. lic. years of college may be substitutApply at the Spartan Daily, ed for one year of general work
Dwight Bente! Hall, Rm 203. For experience. BA or BS may be
info. call Kathy at 924-3277.
substituted for the Iwo years
of general work experience.
RECEPTIONIST
SALARY - $2686.84-$3232.32,
for upscale Saratoga Spa. Actual Monthly / $2942.22Heavy phones, scheduling, some $3542.25 Effective Monthly’.
retail. Exceptional customer serv- APPLICATION REOURIEMENTS ice skills required. Competitive Candidates are required to submit
pay, benefits and 50% spa a completed employment applidiscount.
Flexible schedule cation. Application forms may
PT/FT. Also hiring for licensed be obtained by calling the
Manicurist and Esthetician. Human Resources Division at
HarmOnie European Day Spa. 408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or
Fax 408-741-4901
email to Ilacampagne@sctco.sclus
Sara 408-868-0149
or they may be picked up at:
wwvv.eharmonie.com
Human Resources, Superior Court
Administration. 111 W. St. John St.
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Suite 100, San Jose. CA 95113.
Small office. phones. light
SUPERIOR
computer. reservations, good
COURTROOM CLERK
phone skills, flexible hours Attends Superior Court Trials,
(408) 292-7876
heanngs & sentencing calendars;
takes minutes of court actions &
SALES / CUSTOMER SERVICE proceedings, records rulings
Immediate openings available. and orders;
conducts impanelFlexibility around your schedule ment of juries.
records juror
is possible. Must have strong excuses,
attendance and chalcomputer skills and an excellent lenges & provides
such records to
telephone personality. Apply at the Jury commissioner; adminisAlmaden Valley Athletic Club, ters oaths. accepts,
marks &
5400 Camden Ave. SJ, 95124. records exhibits: schedules
spePlease Call (408) 445-4917. cial heanngs & maintains
the
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS Court calendar: performs other
related
duties
as
required.
needed to revleW tax retums &
perform other clerical duties. EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS No expenence req. Will train. Two years of college credits
Possible fulltime
position. and/or a minimum of two years
Compensation depends on of legal secretarial work or legal
clerical work. A paralegal certificlasses completed and work
experience. Call 408-879-9181 cate is desirable. Submission
to a background investigation
or email: eawizard@aol.com.
upon conditional offer of
employment is required.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
SALARY - $3551.9544290.52
Part-time. Flexible hours.
Actual Monthly / $3893.84Great for Students!
$4706.27 Effective Monthly’.
Serving Downtown San Jose
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS Inner City Express
22 W Saint John St San Jose Candidates are required to submit a completed employment
application. Application forms
SECURITY
may be obtained by calling the
Flexible WorkSchedule
We train Student Fnendly sites Human Resources Division at
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY 408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or
emeil to mmiller@sctco.sci.us or
408-247-4827
they may be picfied up at: Hunan
Resources, Superior Court
LAW OFFICE NEEDS
Administration. 111W. St. John St.
PART-TIME HELP
Your intelligence is much more Suite 100. San Jose, CA 95113.
important than your experience. BENEFITS - The Court offers a
Ideal for students 15-20 hours benefits package that includes
per week Flexible hours during life insurance. a choice of health
finals & breaks Scheduling & dental plans, vision plan: paid
changes to lit new semester. holidays. sick leave & retireCall 408-292-5400 or appty 1830 ment plan ’The Effective wage
The Nameda. San Jose. M-F. 8-4 includes the employer contribution to the Public Employees
CROCODILE CAFE hiring for retirement system. The Superior
Servers, Bussers. *Runners Court is an Equal Opportunity /
Affirmative Action Employer.
*Hosts & ’Bartenders
Applications accepted between
COUNSELORS NEEDED for
2pm-4pm Valley Fair Mall.
boys/girls group home facilities
TEACHING AIDS NEEDED for working with at-risk youth PT
hours
available on weekends
3 year old PDD child in S. San
Jose, No experience necessary, (Saturday & Sunday) and evening
will train Work at least 4 hrs/wk. shifts. This position is highly
Start $12-$15/hr. Please call recommended for those inter
ested in juvenile Criminal
Joe or Helen 226-9465.
Justice, Sociology, Social work
VALET PARKERS - Part-time, and Psychology Paid training
evenings & weekends in Los provided. must be 21 & have 60
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be completed units. $9.00410.00
neat in appearance with good per hr. DOE Fax resumes 408customer service skills. Must be 281-4288 or call 408-281-4268
able to drive a 5 speed and for appointment
have a valid CDL Immediate
opening & flexible schedules PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
available Earn $7-$8/hr. . tips. HOPE Rehabilitation Services
Please call 408-364-0240. a non-profit agency which offers
a variety of quality services for
Golden Gate Valet
individuals who have developGANG PREVENTION after school mental disabilities. has P/T &
at -risk girls program coord. F/T employment opportunities.
PT. 8 - 25 hours/wk AA/EOE.
If you are interested in living
Call 408-287-4170 ext. 251 or with a developmentally disabled
fax resume 408-287-8025, Attn: individual in exchange for rent;
W Smith
or assisting someone during the
week with daily living skills such
EMBRACE YOUR FUTURE as grocery shopping ($10/hr)
32 year old investment firm
call Debbie at 408/282-0493.
seeking marketing representaIf you would like information
tives for our call center located about the FT. benefitted posi1 block from SJSU Position
tions of job coach and instructor
does not require experience.
(day activity or work activity)
Qualificatons.
or PT substitute positions in
*Superior communication skills various programs ($9/hr) call
*Desire to learn &
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
excel in business
We have flexibility to work
Extremely reliable
around a student schedule for
*Aggressive & Competitive
the PT work & are located close
*Seeking high unlimited income to SJSU. FT positions come
Starting income potential of
with excellent benefits. This is a
$25-$50 per hour Full & Part good opportunity to get practical
time shifts available. For
experience in the field & work
telephone interview please call with a great group of clients &
408-295-4810
staff. All majors welcome

IFIED

BARTENDERS MAKE $1004250 BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work
per Vitt No expenence needed! wi children w/ autism. competiCall Now!! 1-800-981-8168 ext 9102 tive pay, flex hrs. Psy, Ed. OT.
Sp Ed, Child Dev & related fields.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad.
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week) TUTORS NEEDED: Elam, or
Internships possible
HS subjects. Earn $15-$20/hr.
All majors may apply
Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685.
Scholarships awarded annually
EXP TUTORS needed for Jr. Hi
Some conditions apply
& HS. AP & Honors geometry.
Start at 15.00 BASE - appt.
math, Spanish, etc. Mon. thru Fn.
Earn $75 - $450 per week
3pm-8pm. $1,000/mo in cash.
Gain valuable experience in
Call Ms. Scotti (408) 255-5247.
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
CALL 615-1500 11am - 4pm
*www.workforstudents.corn/asu’
GOOD WITH KIDS? Seeking
FAST CASH! Fun food sve jobs fun nanny to start ASAP. 3-4
$11-$15/hr. Exp a + but not req. days/week, flex days/hours, for
Flex Hrs! Call now 408-292-6579. 2 lovable boys (18 mos & 4 yrs).
Salary commens. w/ experience
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, SJ & refs. Pls call Cynci 408-371-1459.
area. Clerical, Technical, Full
Time. Call Minh 408-942-8866 or TOWN & COUNTRY Resources
email resumes@ hrproomline.com is a nanny placement agency
looking for students who want to
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL be a nanny. We have many
help needed for small exclusive types of positions available.
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Part-time or full-time afternoon
Must be reliable, honest, able to positions, $15-$20/hour. .2-3
do physical work. Prefer exp full days per week, $300-$500/
working w/ dogs, but will train. week Full-time positions off
Great oppty tor dog lover. Can by 5 pm. Up to $3500/month.
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or South Bay, Peninsula. & East
Call 371-9115.
Bay. NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
408-558-9900 www.tandcr.com
BE AN EGG DONOR
Family Fertility Center
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT &FT
is seeking bright, responsible, Local Agency - $14-$18/hour.
non-smoking women ages 21-30 Best jobs for top applicants!
with good medical history.
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
Generous compensation.
408-395-3043
1-800-939-6886
www.spnannies.com

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

ACUFACTS SECURITY Great for Students!
Apply Online!
F/T & P/T
Top Pay
Some Study Posts!
Call Josie at 408-286-5880.
www acufacts com

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

HEAD GUARD, F/T 30+ hours,
needed to lead aquatic staff of
20. Duties include teaching lifeguard classes, scheduling, &
supervision. Experience as a
lifeguard is required. Near
SJSU. Please call Central YMCA
at 298-1717 x 34 for more info.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools
THE PRINCETON REVIEW is
looking for talented individuals
to teach our fun, effective
preparation courses.
Earn
$16/hour to start. Paid training
starts soon. Call 650/843-0968,
ask for Cambron!
YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, & Aides
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of
Santa Clara Valley is hiring
Center Directors, Assistant
Directors. Teachers, Aides, and
Elementary After -School Recreation Leaders for our Preschool
& Child Care Centers throughout
San Jose. Cupertino. Santa
Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas &
Berryessa. Full & Part-Time positions available - hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams,
great experience in working with
children, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
require minimum 6 units in ECE.
Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
Ed &/or other related fields. For
more information & locations,
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org
www.sanjoseymca.org
TEACHER - CHILD CARE
PALO ALTO SCHOOL DIST.
Site Director for preschool.
Excellent salary/benefits.
Staff ratio 1:8. Permit required.
For info: 650-856-0876.
For an appl: 650-329-3957.

UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
Fun Environment. Full-time &
Part-time. Flexible hours. No
experience necessary. Close to
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
SJSU. No experience necesValet pariting attendants needed. sary. Will train. Call Central FUN, HANDS-ON after-school
Local valet company in search YMCA (408) 298-1717x34.
Science Program. Looking for
of enthusiastic and hardworking
Instructors. PT, flexible hours.
individuals to work daytime and
RECREATION LEADERS
Mad Science - (408) 262-5437 ,
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays &
Hiring Bonus Offered!
weekends available. We will
Enjoy working with kids’? Join
DAYCARE TEACHERS
work around school schedule. the team at Small World K-8
school seeks responsible
Lots of fun & earn $8 $15/hr. Schools
and
get
great individuals for extended dayCall (408) 867-7275.
experience WORKING WITH care, P/T in the afternoon. No
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our ECE units required. Previous
WOMEN Of All Races Needed before & after school rec program. experience with children preBE AN EGG DONOR! S4000 SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS ferred. Please call 244-1968 x 16
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center offers competitive pay, benefits
is seeking bright, responsible. for 30+ hrs, excellent training, EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
non-smoking women ages 21- and a fun work environment. At Bright Horizons, we are seek30 with good medical history. Hours flexible around school. ing talented and caring child
1-800-734-2015 or
Call (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or care professionals to join our
www SFfertility.com
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW rowing network of Family
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS! enters. FT opportunities with
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR - We Need some units in ECE, or Infants. Preschool, School-age
are looking for students to teach Rec. (art, music, dance). Phys. & Subs. We offer compefitive
driving full/part time. Will train. Ed., Human Services, Social salaries and excellent benefit
Must be 21. $11.00/hr to start. Welfare (nursing psychology, package which includes tuition
RECEPTIONIST, part time morn- sociology, home economics) reimbursement. Join us in workings. weekends Call 363-4182. Elem Ed, Rec, Psych, Soc. ing with tomorrow’s leaders at
Phys Ed. Nursing, etc.
our state of the art facilities
where children as well as
CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation careers flourish. Call Toll Free
Leader, $11.37 hour starting.
877-336-3596.
Rewarding job for someone
www.brighthorizons.com
who enjoys working with youth.
TUTOR WANTED for my 6 year Here’s your opportunity to make ACTION DAY NURSERY/
old son with autism Must love a difference in a child’s life. PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant
kids & be energetic. No experi- Seeking candidates w/leader- Todder. and Preschool Teachers
ence needed. Training will ship, organization and problem and Aides. F/T & P/T pcsrtions
be provided. Education or solving skills to implement excit- available. Substitute positions
Psychology irelated majors ing after school programs. are also available that offer flexpreferred. High pay. For more Hours are M -F afternoons and ible hours. ECE units are
info call Yiti at 408-544-5732 or Sat. mornings Candidates must required for teacher positions
email yhjung@pacbell.net
have a high school diploma or but not required for Aide posiequiv & pass a background tions. Excellent oppportunity for
FT & PT TUTORING positions check before starting their
Child Development majors.
working with children with work assignment. For more Please call Cathy tor interview
autism. In -home or school 408- information contact the Hiring at 244-1968 or fax resume to
937-9580. Benefits possible.
Unit at 979-7826 or download 248-7350
at
www.ci.san-jose.ca.us/
NEED PROFESSORS, CHEM & hum res/jobs/rl.htm.
TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK. a
CALCULUS MAJOR URGENTLY
quality recreation program servThorough knowledge to tutor a
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
ing 2-12 year olds. Must enioy
HS Student on AP Chemistry &
Instructors Needed.
leading art. games and group
AP Calculus BC. $20-$25/hr.
We will train.
aCtivitieS. FLEX HOURS. days.
Ktm (408) 272-0476 / 772-0722
Call YMCA
370-1877x18.
eves. weekends. PT/FT. Team
PART TIME TUTORS for ESL SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring environment. Benefits available.
Classes at a language center in warm. caring teachers for year- ECE units preferred. FAX
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
sunnyvale Starting wage is $12 round swimming lessons in our
per hour. No experience neces- brand-new. state-of-the-art indoor kidspark@kidspark-centers.com,
or
call for interview 408-260-7929.
sary. Will train. Call Lisa at 408- facility Experience a plus. No
530-0563 or Fax 408-530-0578 experience, We will train you WANT TO EARN EXTFIA MONEY
Choose your hours - as few as 4
AND
TUTOR POSITION, to teach a or as many as 40 hours/week
LOVE CHILDREN??
child who has language delay Morning, afternoon, evening &
TOP PAY!
Flexible hours From 6-10 hours $aturday positions available.
Immediate perm/temp positions
a week. $13/hr. Training will be Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
provided. Call Kim 262-0953 (h) Club, 5400 Camden Ave., SJ - as Teachers or Assistants at
ECE & Atter School Programs.
or 276-3633 (w).
(408) 445-4913.
(408) 287-3222
TEACHING AIDS NEEDED for SOUTHWEST YMCA Outreach
TEACHERS
INSTRUCTORS.
3 year old PDD child
S San Department is hiring Youth P/T Instructors
Elem. Schools
Jose. No experience necessary. Group Leaders & Program Site
NOT Required
Degree/Credential
will train Work at least 4 hrs/wk Supervisors PT & FT with
teaching exp
Opportunity
for
Start $12-$15/hr. Please call excellent benefits Flexible & fun
287-4170
Need
Car.
VM
(408)
Joe or Helen 226-9465
environment! Please call Missy ext 408 EOE/AAE
at (408) 370-1877 ext 14

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAI RATES

PHN: 408-924-3277

TEACHERS
CDICDC offers FT, PT & split
shifts with flexible hours.
Positions available working with
children in accreditied. child
development program with
an excellent environment.
Qualifications: 6.12 uits in Child
Dev/ECE (related units accepted).
expenence is welcome. Benefits
for FT & PT including. Med/Den,
pakl training. vacation, sick time,
childcare discount, employee
referral program and through
September CDUCDC is offering a HIRING BONUS for fully
qualified teachers! $10.50$15.50/hr, salary range depends
on experience & education.
EOE. Call (408) 371-9900 or
our 24 hour job hotline at
1-888-9-CDICDC.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
$9.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga School
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
& application. Immediate Need.

RENTAL HOUSING
Looking For A Place To Live?
wwvv housing101.net
Your move off campus,

SHARED HOUSING
Room FOR RENT, 2 Bdrm Apt

Great location, right next to
10th St. garage. Start Dec. 1st.
$600/month. Call 295-6710.
ROOM IN CHARMING two
story home located in east San
Jose foothills, on the 64 bus
line. College females only. $600
a month + $300 deposit.
Utilities, phone, cable & DSL
included. Call 408-258-9450.

SERVICES
www.sispirit.org
Spiritual Education &
Counseling tor Young Adults.

ADDR.COM
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring Leading Web Hosting and Web
Preschool and School Age
Design Company
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT Immediate Account Activation
with excellent benefits Flexible
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
& fun environment! Please call
Sales 0 addr.com
Tina 0 370-1877 x 29.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CREATIVE
BEGINNINGS
preschool is looking for a part
time afternoon teacher. Good STEPHANOTIS
pay & benetits. Low ratio. Call I loved you yesterday,
559-3247 or fax 559-3087.
I love you today, &
I will love you tomorrow. Luv#8
TEACHERS, AIDES, SUBS
RECREATION LEADERS
YOUR PERSONAUTY
Hiring Bonus Offered!
determines your happiness.
Enjoy working with kids? Join Know why? Call 1-800-293-6463
the team at Small World
for your free personality test.
Schools
and
get
great
experience WORKING VVITH New Smile Choice Dental Plan
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our ftncludes cosmetic) $69.00 per
before & after school rec program. year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
www.studentdental.com or
offers competitive pay, benefits
www.goldenwestdental com
for 30+ hrs, excellent training,
and a fun work environment.
FREDDIE IS THE NEXT
Hours flexible around school.
starting OB for the 49ers.
Call (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS!
Need some units in ECE, or
Rec. (art, music, dance). Phys.
92 FORD PROBE $2250
Ed., Human Services, Social
Excellent Interior, Str Eng.
Welfare (nursing psychology,
Fremont (617) 331-5593
sociology, home economics)
Elem Ed, Rec, Psych. Soc,
Phys Ed. Nursing, etc

AUTOS FOR SALE

CAMPUS CLUBS

BUSINESS OPPS

FREDDIES IS LOCATED
at S llth St & San Carlos St

HAVE COMPUTER? WORK
ONLINE! Earn $500 to $7000 a
mo PT /FT English Bilingual
also needed Full Training
408-882-5007
www livelifeyoulove com

7 OUT OF 10 PEOPLE
dining at Freddies experience
orgasmic bliss.

WANTED

GREAT SEX, ROCK N’ ROLL
and FREDDIES!

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to gel $$PAIDS$ to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (408)793-5256.
WANNA FLY? Try a triple
cappuccino from Freddies.
Guaranteed to chatter your teeth.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
CONFIDENTIAL
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
program for Women includes
pregnancy testing, HIV and
STD testing, EMERGENCY
CONTRACEPTION, birth control
pills. DepoProvera shots, new
technology pap smear testing,
physical exams, condoms, etc
Available 7 days a week by
appointment Ask for Dr. Nunez
408-942-0980
510-797-6560
wyvw.nunezmd.com

ENTERTAINMENT

INSURANCE
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
Easy Payment Plan
Good Student Discount
Intemational Driver Welcomed
No Driver Refused
Call for Free Quotes
408-272-0312
pnninsur@aol.com
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
BEST RATES
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Dnver Refused
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

Over Twenty IGF 1 & 2
Lincoln nutraceutical Co. New
Natural Weight Loss Supplement
Somatomedin C, Sublingual
PROFESSIONAL
Spray. Dietary Supplement
WORD PROCESSING
Clinically proven as mentioned
Theses. Term Papers.
in the Sept. 2000 issue of
Resumes. Grcup Protects. etc
Popular Science. Increase
energy levels. Improve bone All formats, specializing in APA.
Mcromini tape transcription.
matrix. Convert fat to muscle.
Slow down the aging process. Fax Experienced. dependable.
quick return.Call Linda
Call Toll Free 1-800-316-9314
408-264-4504
Visit us at
http://www.igfone.com or
http://www.overNventy.com.

WORD PROCESSING

GREEK MESSAGES

COOKIES FROM FREDDIES
will make you pretty.

FOR SALE
HOW TO PICK UP CHICKS
through hypnosis class sign up at Freddies

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY

FREDDIES IS LOCATED
at S lith St & San Carlos St
GUARANTEED
’organ" enlargement & device
available at Freddies

Rims CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
[..11-101CILIQUUUUUDDJUIULIUUZIUCIUZIU:liaLICIU
JUZICILE-JUIIULIQUULICIUULIQULILIQUUJLILIQUU
JULILIULILIQUUUL:11:1CILIL:IC1LILILIQUCIULILILICILILI

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Four
Day
Days
Days
Days
3 lines
$9
$11
S5
$7

Name
Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 + consecutive issues. receive 10% off
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20.-. off
50 + consecutive issues: receive 257. off
Local rem apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU student*. staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Please check
1
one classification:

atkaltali

__Lost and Found’
_Announcements
_Campus Clubs
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) ,_Greek Messages
_Events
Spar1an Daily Classifieds
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
_,For Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
_ Autos For Sale
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209.
Electronics
II Deadline: 1000 a.m. hvo weekdays before publication.
Wanted
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on canceled ads
Employment
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Opportunities
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
Dry & Stale
Phone

hp code

Rerhal Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
Services
-614poeartis/Tth ihenellsa utY
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutoring
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIFID.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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CARET: Number of issues addressed by SJSU president in town meeting PROVOST: Search continues for open jobs
continued from Page 1
some traditional programs has reached a new
low, under 16-to-1, due to the increased
enrollment in technology-based majors, Caret
said.
Caret encouraged faculty members to try
to increase that ratio to 11)3-to-1, which would
generate substantially more funding through
the additional student fees.
Caret also proposed the possibility of constructing "mixed-use facilities" - high rise
buildings built on campus and shared with
neighboring businesses.
1The buildings) will have our people on
the bottom levels, classrooms, offices, laboratories, etcetera and appropriate people renting above us. The kind of people we wouldn’t
mind having across the street or on the clanpus with us," Caret explained.
SJSU would use the rental income to fund
the buildings, Caret said.
"We have land that’s worth $2 to $3 million
an acre, and we need to use that land to do
what needs to be done academically because
it is the richest resource we have," Caret said.
The people sharing the building, Caret
said, could range from high-tech companies to
high schools. The rental income would subsidize the cost of the building.
"So we get brand new space for ourselves
free," Caret said. "Twenty years down the
road we can evict the tenants and the whole
building will become ours."
Sam Casns, Associated Students director of
legislative affairs, said he was disappointed
with the "mixed-use facilities" plan proposed
by the president.
"When you go to college, you want to be in
a little bubble," Casas said, adding that sharing buildings with businesses would feel like
an "invasion" of the campus community
Caret also addressed the current housing
crunch that ha.s forced some students to

triple-up in double-occupancy living quarters.
"We will break ground this summer on the
first phase of what will be the equivalent of
one, two and three bedroom apartments with
5,000 beds," Caret said.
The first phase of the project will be the
most difficult, he added, as razing some of the
existing red-brick residence halls to make
way for the first new building will temporarily take away from the already limited number of beds.
The university is looking to cooperate with
neighboring hotels as a possible means to
house students during the transition, but the
most likely fix during this phase will be additional tripling of students in the remaining
dorms, Caret said.
The bottom floor of these high-rise housing
complexes, Caret said, could be rented out to
local businesses that would serve residents
such as dry cleaners and fast-food chains.
The housing will mainly be for students,
Caret said, with a significant percentage
reserved for faculty.
Housing for faculty was another concern
addressed by Caret, malting reference to Sunday’s article in the San Jose Mercury News
that reported the struggle of SJSU professors
to keep up with the cost of living on meager
salaries.
Caret said the cost of living is driving
many faculty members out of the academic
life they may prefer because they can often
make double their salary working for a company such as Cisco Systems.
One solution that is being proposed is to
tear down the Spartan Village, located at
South Campus, and build apartment or townhouse-style living quarters exclusively for faculty members, Caret said.
Following the speech, graduate student
Mike Macarelli expressed his dissatisfaction
with what Caret had to say.
"His plan is vitally flawed," Macarelli said.

Macarelli said the new student residence
buildings should be reserved as faculty housing.
"Irou need to put teachers somewhere close
to the action," Macarelli said.
In addition to malting faculty members
more accessible to students, the on-campus
housing would cut down on their cost of living
expenses, as many wouldn’t need cars,
Macarelli said.
The South Campus area where Spartan Village is located should be used to
build 5,000 student apartments, Macarelli said.
Macarelli said he thought a student community there would spawn the growth of
businesses and would garner ftmding from
local redevelopment agencies and state and
federal governments.
The bulk of the university’s budget,
between 70 and 80 percent, goes toward faculty and staff salaries, Caret said.
Close to $2.5 million is slated for redevelopment projects, chiefly the Joint Library
project, funded in cooperation with the City of
San Jose, which has received criticism from
some students who don’t like the idea of having to share a library with the city
Caret defended the project in his speech.
"This is a $180 million capital project for
this campus we would never have seen in any
of our lifetimes if we did not join forces with
the city," Caret said.
Another priority in the budget is the $20
million currently being spent on an upgraded
software system that will be consistent with
the rest of the California State University
system, Caret said.
"Eighty percent of the questions we
answer now, students will be able to answer
themselves," Caret said explaining the software, including "Wher%’s my financial aid
check?" and "What classes do I need to graduate?"

coniinued from Page I

and teacher.
"We’ve also created undergraduate
research opportunities for students
that come out of that program," Goodman said. "Students take a freshman
seminar program in, say, my area,
American government, and then
they’ll come to me and say,
understand from class you were doing a
book on state legislative ethics, and do
you need any research help?’ If I have
a grant, and there’s a lot of grant
money available on campuses, I can
tell them not to work at McDonald’s or
Pizza Hut, but I’ll pay you to work on
my project."
Goodman said students get involved
and start to see their names appear on
papers, which changes the connection
between faculty, students and the campus.
He said if students are treated at
arms’ length and don’t have a connection
to a campus or know what the opportunities are, it’s easy for them to come to
school, punch their ticket, take some
courses and transfer to a cheaper school
closer to home.
"That means we failed in bringing
the value of a major urban campus to
that student," Goodman said. "I, as
provost and the president of the
school, would set a mission for the
campus that is very clear to students
and says if you don’t partake in some
of the opportunities, you’re cheapening
the degree."
Goodman said he thinks there’s an
abundance of evidence that shows that
students who are more integrated with
campus opportunities come out with the
same diploma, but with a totally differ-

ent experience.
"One student will be more connected
to where the job opportunities are than
the student that treated it more peripherally."
Another topic Goodman disCussed was
general education reform.
Goodman said he’s been to conferences on general education because it’s
one area that is housed in liberal arts
colleges.
"What I have seen is a very bureaucratic formula that looks exactly like a
Chinese menu," Goodman said. "You
need two from humanities, three from
the social sciences, two in the sciences,
one cultural diversity, one language
unit, etcetera. That came about not
because someone sat down rationally
and said what is unique about this
campus, the opportunities for students,
rather it came about because of
bureaucratic insight on most major
campuses."
He said it becomes a maze for the students, but he plans to integrate the general education classes because the system has fallen prey to either years of
neglect or bureaucratic influence.
Annette Nellen, a business professor
and a member of the committee that will
select the new provost, said she liked
Goodman’s positive attitude.
Mike Adams, chair of the department of television, radio, film and.
theatre, said he liked Goodman’s
energy.
"I’ve seen both candidates, and he
seemed to know a lot more about SJSU
than yesterday’s candidate," Adams said.
"We need a provost who will represent
the faculty and the students as he says
he would, and it’s going to be a tough
job."

Great patt-tirne
oppottunity
Assistant Managers Wanted
For mini storage in San Jose.
SundayMondays.
Great Job for students
No expenence necessary.
$15 per hour plus OfT
408.9478775 & 408.2810400
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lust when you need extra cash we
need you! That’s right, Bed Bath & Beyond,
one of the nation’s leading suet tatty retail
chains, has a bagful of seasonal opportunities. We’re looking for
energetic individuals to help us throughout our busiest season.
sales, Stock & Cashier positions available.
interested? Visit the Custorner Service Desk at the superstore/wrest yo,,
SAN IOSE
5353 Almaden
E xpressway
San lose, CA 95118
Phone: (408) 264-6456

SANTA CLARA
Stephens Plaza
5201 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: (408) 260-2219
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Beyond any store ol its kind
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www.bedbathandbeyond.c om

of artists in a digital world? Get
the online music debate from a
different point -of -view.

ARTISTS
AGAINST
PIRACY
www ArtistsAgainstPiracy.com

